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Get the newest Cisco 500-601 exam questions from DumpsSchool at affordable rates. These 500-601 exam questions contain
authentic knowledge which enables you answer all necessary questions of Application Centric Infrastructure Support in the Cisco
Channel Partner Program certification exam.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sFMFLDblGJ9H5LnfqPaoVOqr3QFjmBOH/view (FREE VERSION!!!)Question No. 1Which two
methods in Cisco ACI are used for Layer 2 extension ol a bridge domain or EPG to external devices? (Choose two.)A. Create an
external bridged network to extend the entire bridge domain.B. Create a routed outside network connection using the OSPF protocol
to extend the EPG.C. Create a routed outside network connection using the BGP to extend the entire bridge domain.D. Create a
connectivity profile to external devices that include the bridge domain or EPG information.E. Create a static binding to a path (port
+ encap-ID) inside an EPG.Answer: C, DQuestion No. 2Where does the VIP for the vPC come from?A. assigned by Cisco ARC
from the management tenant IP space.B. allocated from the vPC domain number assigned to the vPC peers.C. DHCP from the infra
TEP pool leaf portion.D. DHCP from the infra TEP pool VIP portion.Answer: DQuestion No. 3Which command allows you to log
in to a line card on a leaf switch?A. Leaf# vsh_lcB. Leaf#vshC. Leaf*vsh-lcD. Leaft vshell -lcE. Leafs vsh-hwAnswer: EQuestion
No. 4In the Cisco Nexus 9508 chassis, how many Broadcom T2 ASICs are on the fabric module?A. 4B. 1C. 2D. Answer: A
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